**WipeHero Paid Intern Job Advertisement**

**Position Description**
Founded by Harvard and Sydney Uni graduates, WipeHero is a Sydney-based tech start-up focused on making it easier for people to get services for their cars, starting with car cleaning! We've developed a waterless technology that enables our washing heroes to wash cars anywhere without a single drop of water, saving customers time and the environment up to 200 litres of water per wash.

Our team is facing new and exciting challenges every day, and we're looking to hire a software engineering intern who is keen to learn, enthusiastic about development and would love the opportunity to really make a difference. You will primarily be working on our client apps and car-tracking software which are written in full-stack JavaScript (React, Node).

We are one of Australia's fastest growing startups and the journey has only just begun. By joining us, you will be part of the core team that determines WipeHero's success. Our vision is to clean the world one car at a time, and we need the brains and passion to make it happen.

**Benefits of working at WipeHero include:**
- Paid opportunity with significant opportunity for growth, possible transition to full-time position with equity at one of the fastest-growing startups in the country
- the ability to have a major impact and create a better care experience for millions of consumers
- gym membership subsidies
- regular company activities and trips

**Selection Criteria**
Must-haves:
- Second-year or later enrolled in a Computer Science/Software Engineering degree (or have past work experience / personal projects)
- Basic programming proficiency, comfortable with the ins and outs of simple data structures and algorithms
- Some experience with JavaScript
- A desire to learn, a love of solving problems and the ability to work both in a team and independently

Helpful to have:
- Experience with front or backend JS libraries/frameworks (Angular, React, Node)
- Basic SQL knowledge
- Past work experience or sizable personal projects that you can talk about and showcase

Please email your CV and a short cover letter describing your relevant experience to Michael@wipehero.com